words & photos by alice griffin

“when we started our family
craft business we asked
ourselves: ‘What materials can
we work with that are already
abundant in our locality?’ ”

There is a river that runs through the São
Mamede Natural Park in the Alentejo
region of Portugal. It flows over pebbles
in shades of copper, gold, red and brown.
Its ripples dancing in the sunshine
and shadows of trees that cling to the
magnificent hills sweeping down from
the medieval town of Marvão. As I walk
alongside this river I feel its life, am buoyant with its energy, and so scoot down
with ease to collect the fallen black
walnut shells on its banks that, to my
eye, look like an owl’s face or perhaps a
love heart. Along with my husband and
daughter we let our pockets bulge with
this offering from nature as we sense the
beginning of a new design.
When we get back to our home – a
simple cottage nestled in an olive grove
– our hands begin to work slowly and
steadily long into the late afternoon sun.
We slice, sand, varnish and stain until
our ideas take shape and these shells
are turned into pendants that someone,
hopefully, will wear close to their own
heart so that they too might feel the
energy of this land that is so dear to us.
For us this is the beauty of life: the
working with that which is readily given.
We refuse to take and squander; instead
we choose to collect and rebirth. When
we started our family craft business the
question was not, “What do we want
to make?”. Instead we asked ourselves,
“What materials can we work with that
are already abundant in our locality?”. As
our home in Portugal is set in a forest,
we talked about woodwork and so
began to carve, learn, explore (we still
are!) and find new eyes, new ideas and
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new ways to work with this material
that had been presented to us. It feels
authentic and nourishing to create in
this way. We encourage other people to
see with new eyes and acknowledge that
beautiful jewellery and precious toys can
be created with what we have around
us already. It is the oldest approach and
yet, in the last 50 years or so, society
has moved so far away from this that
it’s scary. We look around and wish to
partake a little less, and instead always
wonder how we can move away from
causing more waste and pain with what
we consume. We try to uncover a gentler
path for our journey through life – one
more at peace with nature.
We are addicted to being within it all,
to feeling connected to nature at every
turn. We live in ways that submerse us
in the earth, sheltering us right beneath
her boughs, rooting us directly into her
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“...we amble
along rivers
and fields
collecting
gifts from
nature to turn
into something
beautiful...”
soil. Camper van, narrow boat, offgrid cottage – meadow, forest, water,
mountain. We know what the weather is
doing through every day and night; we
are part of it.
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Right now we are in England, living in a
caravan tucked away in a farmer’s field;
there is always a corner, always a space,
to welcome us wherever we go. As I write
it is spring and so we walk and collect
cleavers to make lymphatic-systemboosting spring water, pick nettles for
our soup and wait patiently to see if the
wind will blow in such a way as to keep
us here: to enjoy those early summer
days that bring with them the heady
scent of elderflower.
Some years we are travelling the canals
that criss-cross the length and breadth of
this country, foraging as we go: rosehips,
elderberries, crab apples – our tiny
kitchen alive with flavourful steam rising.
Other years you will find us wandering
overland to France, Spain and Portugal,
to eat figs fresh from the tree or collect
sweet chestnuts to roast on the fire. But
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wherever we are you can be sure we
are exploring the hedgerows, byways
and forests: learning, connecting and
appreciating that which is around us.
In this wild foraging I have discovered
a way to intertwine my passions which
has brought my artistic self back to life. I
have been collecting leaves and seasonal
flowers as inspiration to paint onto the
wood we work with. These little paintings
are then turned into pretty pendants so
that others may carry around with them
their own connection to the seasons – to
a life that is real, authentic and tangible
amidst a world that, at times, can leave
us feeling adrift.
Our life feels like one long connection
to nature, how we live, work, eat; be. Yet
it is a conscious choice that one has to
commit to in this world of temptation.
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As we amble along rivers and fields
collecting gifts from nature to turn
into something beautiful, we are all
too aware of the millions of people
grasping hungrily for the cheap and
mass-produced. As we craft little toy sets
to encourage children’s imagination, we
catch ourselves wondering if the effort
is worth it in the shadow of bright lights
and plastic. Just as nature lies dormant,
rumbling silently and bursting forth with
her own message, we feel our message
ingrained deep within us and it is one
that we cannot help but spread – slowly
and honestly. Our message is to love
and care for the earth that gives us so
much. We find beauty in that which is
already around us. We seek joy in the
simplest of things and acknowledge that
compassion for the greater world starts
with our own world; our local world.
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